
 

Snow friends! 
 

Things you’ll need ... 

2 1/2 x 18” off white wool for hexies * 1 x 5” black wool for eyes * 2-8 x 8” Dark 
blue wool for background and back * 2 x 8” orange wool for noses * 2 x 2” 
Light blue wool for star * Matching embroidery floss* Basic sewing supplies 
 

Cut this ... 

7  -  hexies from white * 12  -  black eyes * 6  -  orange noses * 1  -  star 

Background will be handcut later 
 

This is what you’ll need to do . . . 

 Using Roxanne’s Glue Baste, glue the faces to the hexies, alternating which 

way the noses go so that each snow man looks a little bit different. Glue 
the star on one hexie. 

 With one strand of floss, whip stitch the eyes and noses, using floss to 

match. Whip stitch the star in place, too. 

 With one strand of off white floss, make small stars in the snowman eyes. 

 Using the same off white, make a snowflake within the star, starting at the 

middle each time. Make an X thru the center. 

 Use two strands of black to make the Xs for the snowman’s mouth. 

 Use one strand of pink to make cheek lines. 

 Starting in the center of your background wool, lay the hexie with the star. 

Add the remaining hexies around the center, allowing a scant 1/8” between 
them, with the snowman faces toward the outside edges.  

 Whip stitch hexies with one strand of light blue floss.  

 Following the line of the shape of the hexies, cut a scant 1/2” from the 

edges. Lay the piece on top of the backing and cut to match the top. 

 Blanket stitch around the outside edge with two strands of blue floss.  
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Give the snow friends personality by cutting 
each nose a little bit differently and making 

their smiles unique.  


